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Bio Green – our mission
Bio Green is the provider of innovative and effective products centred on successful gardening.  
We share in the hobby gardener’s appreciation and excitement for the garden and its plants.  
In every season, we’re here to help you to create ideal growing conditions and to nurture the plants in your garden.
 
Bio Green – our vision

Bio Green is the reputable and reliable provider of innovative, high quality garden products to  
customers all over the world – in both local retail and online.

1. Trust

Bio Green aims to gain the trust of hobby gardeners and  
we will justify this trust through our everyday actions.
 

2. Passion

Bio Green’s daily actions are driven by an unmatched  
passion and enthusiasm for gardening, plants and our  
commitment to hobby gardeners.  
 
This directly translates to innovations in the green market, 
as well as excellent product design and high quality of all  
our products.

3. Excellence

Bio Green is committed to delivering excellence to trading 
partners and hobby gardeners in everything we do.
 

4. Responsibility

Bio Green understands and fulfils all its responsibilities to 
hobby gardeners, trading partners, contractors, employees, 
resources, recycling and the environment. 

5. Bio Green – how you benefit:

At Bio Green, we take you and your passion for gardening 
seriously, and work hard to ensure that all our products 
meet or exceed your expectations, and help you to get more 
from your garden. Honest, trustworthy and resolutely  
committed to customer service, we treat all our customers 
with the respect they deserve, and aim to resolve any dis-
putes quickly and fairly.
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Protecting plants from 
cold weather 

Plant tent 
ARCTIC 100
Item-no. ARC 100-B

Pot cover XL
Item-no. KS 50 XL

Heating cable
Item-no. SBF 4

Plant jacket XL
Item-no. VSB 180-120
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Whilst you’re probably aware of the be-
nefits of protecting tender plants from the 
cold during the winter months – the topic 
is more complicated than it seems. Lots 
of factors affect frost resistance, inclu-
ding each plant‘s health, nutritional state, 
habitat, container, microclimate and level 
of winter protection. Plants that are frost 
resistant when planted in a garden bed 
can become susceptible to cold dama-
ge when planted in pots, and non-native 
species that are capable of withstanding 
frost in their native climate may not be 
able to stand up to frosts in the UK. 

For example, lemon verbena is capable 
of withstanding temperatures of up to 
-5°C in southern France, but in the UK, 
you’d be lucky if it survived if the tem-
perature dropped to 0°C! Before the first 
frost, make sure you bring all your bou-
gainvillea, angel trumpet, gentians, fuch-
sia, geranium, marguerite, rose mallow 
and lantana inside – they simply won’t 
stand winter temperatures. Acclimati-
sed plants like citrus, plumbago, senna, 
abuliton, manuka and bottlebrush are a 
little hardier, but still won’t stand tempe-
ratures much below freezing. 

More hardy specimens, like spotted lau-
rel, Italian cypress, arbutus, Italian ma-
ple, pittosporum, laurel, olive tree, loquat 
and Norfolk Island pine will stand up to 
light frost, but they’ll also need protec-
tion if the temperature drops past -5°C. 
Bringing plants inside, covering them 
and using high quality Bio Green frost 
protection tools will help to ensure that 
you don’t lose any precious plants over 
the winter months, and that all the hard 
work you’ve put in to nurture them do-
esn’t go to waste – saving you time, effort 
and money.

An additional draw-string closing mechanism  
protects plants from rising cold.

A 4 cm polystyrene base with drainage holes  
protects potted plants from rising cold  

and waterlogging. 

Practical zip closure.

The extra-strong fleece of the plant jacket is water- 
resistant. Due to its color, it still allows light to penetrate, 

which keeps your plants healthy.

30

Due to its sturdiness, longevity of the pot jacket is  
guaranteed even when in continuous use.

Velcro tape at the pot jacket  
guarantees foolproof handling.

Double-layered bubble wrap protects sides  
from snow/frost, wind and rain.
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The ABC of
Frost-Protection
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ARCTIC is quickly assembled in the gar-
den, an the balcony or the porch. The 
generous interior space offers lots of 
room for big and small plants. The UV 
resistant special foil is light-transmissi-
ve. Thanks to two entrances you can ea-
sily provide the necessary air supply and 
watering the plants is done in no time 
as well. No more hassle moving plants 
from your garden, porch or balcony in-
doors, and the plants da neither suffer 
from being relocated nor from changed 
lighting and air conditions. 

Perfect for garden friends who da not 
own a greenhouse yet. ARCTIC is de-
livered in a handy bag. lt is robust and 
can be used again and again for many 
seasons. The tent is a well-thought-out 
product and ready to use within half an 
hour. 

NEW

PLANT TENT ARCTIC 100

2 large front and  

rear window openings

UV-resistant film

Ideal for balconies  

and terraces

Assembly without tools

Carrying bag included

Strong zipper Including ground pegs Ideal for balconies and terraces

Carrying bag included

186 cm

175 cm

84 cm

84 cm

PLANT TENT ARCTIC
Dimensions (LxWxH) 186 x 84 x175cm

Item-no. ARC 100-B

EAN-/Barcode 5055320025610

 MOBILE GREENHOUSE ARCTIC 100
 186 x 84 x 175 cm 
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“Igloo” is the ideal solution: Simply over-
winter your valuable potted plants out-
side! The tent is quickly assembled in 
the garden, on the balcony or the porch. 
The generous interior space offers lots of 
room for big and small plants while the 
excellent insulation of walls and ground 
element means maximum protection 
from adverse weather conditions and 
frost. The tripple layer bubble wrap foil is 
light-transmissive. No more hassle mo-
ving plants from your garden, porch or 
balcony indoors, and the plants do neit-
her suffer from being relocated nor from 
changed lighting and air conditions. 

You can remove the ground element 
entirely. So you can use “Igloo” for the 
early growth of vegetables and salad, 
for example, tomatoes in the spring. The 
airspace and excellent insulation produ-
ce an ideal climate for the cultivation of 
plants. Perfect for garden friends who 
do not own a greenhouse yet. It is very 
robust and can be used again and again 
for many seasons. "Igloo“ is a well-
thought-out product and ready to use 
within half an hour.
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30 min

MOBILE GREENHOUSE IGLOO
Dimensions (LxWxH) 120 x 120 x180cm

Item-no. IGL

EAN-/Barcode 5055320022039

REPLACEMENT COVER
Item-no. IGL C

EAN-/Barcode 5055320014539

PLANT TENT IGLOO

Can be used as a  

regular greenhouse

UV resistant 

Protection from wind,  

rain, snow and frost

Assembly without tools

Ideal for all-year-round use Tripple layer insulation Base attached with velcro

MOBILE GREENHOUSE IGLOO
120 x 120 x 180 cm 
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TROPICAL ISLAND M
130 x 130 x 150 cm

TROPICAL ISLAND M
Dimensions (LxWxH) 130 x 130 x 150 cm
Item-no. TI M
EAN-/Barcode 5055320015260

REPLACEMENT COVER
Item-no. TI C M
EAN-/Barcode 5055320015659

TROPICAL ISLAND M INSULATION
Item-no. TI M ISO
EAN-/Barcode 5055320015581

TROPICAL ISLAND M
EXTENSION

As your garden develops, you may 
find you need additional overwintering 
space – which is why we stock these 
Tropical Island extension sets designed 
to meet your needs as your garden ex-
pands.

TROPICAL ISLAND M EXTENSION
Dimensions (LxWxH) 130 x 130 x 100 cm
Item-no. TI MV
EAN-/Barcode 5055320015536

Extendable  
up to 4,5 metres

These 1m sections easily fit together come supplied with  
Easy-Click extension rods for additional stability.

INSULATION FOR TROPICAL
ISLAND  M - EXTENSION

For Tropical Island "M" Extension , we 
also offer foil insulation, which provi-
des additional insulation and protection 
whenever necessary, attaching quickly 
and easily within a few minutes with a 
Velcro fastener.

INSULATION FOR EXTENSION
Dimensions (LxWxH) 130 x 130 x 100 cm
Item-no. TI MV ISO
EAN-/Barcode 5055320015598

4

1

2

3  TROPICAL ISLAND - M 
BASIC VERSION

 TROPICAL ISLAND - M
1 X EXTENDED

 TROPICAL ISLAND - M
3 X EXTENDED

PLANT TENT TROPICAL ISLAND M
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TROPICAL ISLAND XL

Dimensions (Ø  x H ) Ø 340 x 280 cm

Item-no. TI XL

EAN-/Barcode 5055320013013

TROPICAL ISLAND XL  REPLACMENT COVER
Item-no. TI C XL
EAN-/Barcode 5055320014546

TROPICAL ISLAND XL  REPLACMENT COVER

Item-no. TI XL ISO

EAN-/Barcode 5055320013914

TROPICAL ISLAND  XL

If you’re a big fan of potted plants, than the Bio Green Tro-
pical Island XL is the tent for you – its massive 340cm area 
and 280cm ridge height make it capable of safely protecting 
and housing the largest collections until the warmer weather 
arrives.

TROPICAL ISLAND  L

This larger version of the Tropical Island tent provides a gene-
rous 240cm diameter of space. The ridge height is two metres 
and allows you to store small and medium sized pot plants in 
it, and the centre of the storage is perfect for the overwinter 
storage of smaller stems, like kumquats, vanilla flowers and 
dwarf palms.

TROPICAL ISLAND L

Dimensions (Ø  x H ) Ø 240 x 200 cm

Item-no. TI L

EAN-/Barcode 5055320013006

TROPICAL ISLAND L  REPLACMENT COVER
Item-no. TI C L
EAN-/Barcode 5055320014539

TROPICAL ISLAND L  INSULATION COVER

Item-no. TI L ISO

EAN-/Barcode 5055320013907

PLANT TENT TROPICAL ISLAND L & XL

Ground connection 

 via zip

Protection from wind, rain, 

humidity, snow & frost

UV resistant grid sheet

Incl. carrying-case

Ground connection 

 via zip

Protection from wind, rain, 

humidity, snow & frost

UV resistant grid sheet

Incl. carrying-case
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PLANT JACKET XL 
100 x 80 cm

Looking for a way to protect your bed 
or pot garden roses from winter weat-
her? The pot plant jacket “XL” from Bio 
Green is 100 cm high – making it per-
fect for tucking tall, slender rose bushes 
into, and the durable, high quality, bre-
athable and UV resistant microfleece 
is purpose designed to break the frost 
thaw cycle. This helps to protect plants 
from freezing at night, and from over-
heating during the day.

PLANT JACKET S  
80 x 60 cm

Protect your precious tender plants du-
ring the colder months with this fitted 
plant bag, made of durable and translu-
cent microfleece. Easy to fit and remo-
ve, the high quality tear-proof, breatha-
ble and washable microfleece provides 
great insulation, and excellent UV re-
sistance, backed up by three years of 
warranty.

STEM PROTECTOR 
100 x 30 cm

Perfect for protecting the sensitive stem 
tissue on rose bushes and young fruit 
trees from the dangers of frost splitting, 
the Bio Green Stem Protector features 
a high quality, durable and washable 
insulating microfleece mantle that’s de-
signed to last. In addition to providing 
effective frost protection, this product 
also delivers great protection against 
hungry livestock or wild animals looking 
for an easy meal, by preventing them 
from nibbling at the stems.

STEM PROTECTOR

Dimensions (H x B) 100 cm x 30 cm

Outer material 100 g/m² Fleece

Inner material double bubble wrap foil

Item-no. STA 100-30

EAN-/Barcode 5055320000952

PLANT JACKET S

Dimensions (H x B) 80 cm x 60 cm

Fleece material 50 g/m²

Inner material -

Item-no. VSB 080-060

EAN-/Barcode 5055320015222

PLANT JACKET XL

Dimensions (H x B) 100 cm x 80 cm

Fleece material 70 g/m²

Inner material -

Item-no. VSB 100-080

EAN-/Barcode 5055320015239

FROST-PROTECTION FOR POT PLANTS
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PLANT JACKET MAMMOTH
360 x 250 cm

This plant bag is made especially for big-
ger bushes and small trees, featuring a 
large, durable protective cover that ena-
bles you to protect plants up to a height 
of 3.60 m against frost! Like all plant bags 
from Bio Green, it features the same ad-
vanced, insulating materials, dependable 
build quality, and 3 year UV protection 
warranty.

PLANT JACKET JUMBO
200 x 240 cm

With this jumbo-sized plant bag, you’ll 
be effectively prepared for everything 
the winter weather can throw at your 
larger garden plants. Our robust, easy to 
fit and high-quality plant bags are made 
of durable, breathable and washable 
microfleece fabric (100 g/m2), providing 
excellent frost protection during the col-
der months.

PLANT JACKET XXL
180 x 120 cm

The generously proportioned XXL plant 
bag from Bio Green is head-height and 
120 cm wide, making it fantastic for the 
winter protection of larger frost sensiti-
ve plants like Photinia and other ever-
greens that have to be protected from 
rough weather. It’s also great for provi-
ding cosy shelter for large potted plants 
that you don’t want to bring inside. 

PLANT JACKET XXL

Dimensions (H x B) 180 cm x 120 cm

Fleece material 70 g/m²

Inner material -

Item-no. VSB 180-120

EAN-/Barcode 5055320015246

PLANT JACKET JUMBO

Dimensions (H x B) 200 cm x 240 cm

Fleece material 100 g/m²

Inner material -

Item-no. VS 240-200

EAN-/Barcode 5055320000921

PLANT JACKET MAMMOTH

Dimensions (H x B) 360 cm x 250 cm

Fleece material 100 g/m²

Inner material -

Item-no. VS 360-250

EAN-/Barcode 5055320012757

FROST-PROTECTION FOR POT PLANTS
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CARRYING BELT

Dimensions (L x W) 250 cm x 35 mm

Item-no. KPT

EAN-/Barcode 5055320015512

CARRYING BELT

Designed to enable the safe transport of large and heavy plant 
pots, this carrying belt with convenient clamp buckles ensures 
that you can comfortably and safely carry heavy pots and pot-
ted plants up to a diameter of 65 cm.

POT COVER L

Bio Green pot jackets are intelligently designed to deliver 
four-fold protection against dehydration, cold, wind and 
rain. Featuring strong fleece material, double-layered bub-
ble wrap and 4 cm thick insulation panels with integrated 
drainage, your plants will benefit from excellent, convenient 
protection throughout the winter months. As an added be-
nefit, they can be fitted and removed in a matter of seconds.

POT COVER L

Dimensions (H x Ø) 50 cm, Ø 45 cm

Fleece material 100 g/m2

Item-no. KS 50

EAN-/Barcode 5055320000938

POT COVER XL

POT COVER XL

Dimensions (H x Ø ) 70 cm, Ø 65 cm

Fleece material 100 g /m2

Item-no. KS 50 XL

EAN-/Barcode 5055320000945

ø 45 cm ø 65 cm

Double-layered bubble wrap 
protects sides from snow/
frost, wind and rain.

Velcro tape at the 
pot jacket guarantees 
foolproof handling.

A 4 cm polystyrene base with 
drainage holes protects potted 
plants from rising cold and 
waterlogging.

Due to its sturdiness, longevity 
of the pot jacket is guaranteed 
even when in continuous use

Utility model protection

FROST-PROTECTION FOR POT PLANTS
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SELF-LIMITING HEATING CABLE

A must-have for the outdoor-wintering of pot plants, the 
Bio Green SBF heating cable is CE-tested and self-limit-
ing, which means that the heat is automatically adjusted to 
match the outside temperature, providing efficient, adapta-
ble frost protection throughout the colder months. 

PALM ROOT PROTECTION 

Dimensions (H x Ø) 100 cm x 35 cm

Fleece material 100 g /m2

Item-no. PSW

EAN-/Barcode 5055320014492

PALM PROTECTION

Dimensions (H x Ø) 150 cm, Ø bis 35 cm

Fleece material 2 x 100 g /m2

Item-no. PSS

EAN-/Barcode 5055320014485

PALM ROOT PROTECTION

Created and patented by the expert Bio Green develop-
ment team, our root protection kit provides effective insula-
tion and protection against frost and wind for the sensitive 
roots of palm trees, whilst allowing them to breathe. Sup-
plied with solid floor anchoring to provide a secure attach-
ment, the string ensures easy handling. For effective frost 
protection, install an additional SBF heat cable.

PALM PROTECTION

Protect your valuable palm trees from wind, rain and snow 
with the Bio Green Palm Protector, which features a conve-
nient string fastener designed for easy fitting, and allows you 
to open the cover quickly and easily, to let the palm tree bre-
athe during warmer temperatures. If required, the Palm Pro-
tector can also be supplied with a heating cable for effective 
frost protection (see below).

SBF SELF LIMITING HEATING CABLE

Item-no. Length Power EAN-/Barcode

SBF 2 2 m 20 W 5055320008743

SBF 4 4 m 40 W 5055320008750

SBF 6 6 m 60 W 5055320012054

SBF 8 8 m 80 W 5055320012061

SBF 10 10 m 100 W 5055320012078

Ready to plug

FROST-PROTECTION FOR POT PLANTS

With a Bio Green thermostat, temperature con-
trol works automatically, constantly controlling 
heating devices to your exact specifications.  

See page 30 for more information.
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Heating & ventilation  
in the greenhouse

Greenhouse heater 
PHOENIX 2.8 kW
Item-no. PHX 2.8

Greenhouse heater
WARMAX Power 4
Item-no. WM-P4

Digital-Thermostat 
THERMO 2
Item-no. TER2

Eco-Frost guard 
FIREFLY
Item-no. FF-100
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The technology that we have developed 
ensures that the temperature is maintai-
ned reliably at a reasonable level with 
no energy-wasting temperature peaks in 
the greenhouse. The energy savings that 
are made are not due to half-hearted 
heating but to sensible use of the avai-
lable energy.

Heating a greenhouse –  
the problem

To keep a greenhouse frost-free, the 
temperature must remain above 32°F 
even in the corners. If the current of 
air does not reach there, then the tem-
perature on the heater has to be really 
high, however, then a large proportion 
of the warmth goes up into the gable of 
the greenhouse, where it is not needed, 
while the corners may still dip down to 

minus temperatures. (see diagram)
This is an unsatisfactory state of affairs, 
because heating energy is being wasted. 
In addition, there may be a significant 
temperature difference between when 
the heater switches on and off, espe-
cially with cheaper thermostats. This 
means if the thermostat has a switching 
differential of, for example, 6°C, then the 
greenhouse has to be heated up to 8°C 
if it is not to fall below the frost-free li-
mit of +2°C before the heating switches 
on again automatically (see diagram).Bio 
Green heaters avoid this unnecessary 
heating up by 

keeping the switching differential to a 
minimum, as can be seen from Diagram. 
This results in significant energy savings. 
This is why we as greenhouse specia-
lists have developed a range of heaters 
which offer important advantages: High 
ventilation rate up to 460 m3/h. The fan 
setting. By using the fan setting, all the 
air in the greenhouse can be circulated 
even in the summer season. With the 
window open and the fan on, the green-
house can be cooled down. Air circula-
tion in the summer is also necessary for 
the pollination of many flowers.

PHOENIX 2.8 –  
The gardeners choice

BioGreen Greenhouse heating  
Lower input temperature and high ventilation ensures  
even heat distribution.           
          Control curve for a high-quality thermostat    
           with a small temperature differential.

Traditional system   
High input temperature, little circulation, the heat rises and cold 
corners remain.                  
           Control curve for a cheapthermostat    
           with a large temperature differntial.

Greenhouses up to (m2) 
at an average ceiling height from 2.20 m 
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EF 80 Frost guard EF 80 W

EF 135 Frost guard EF135 W

TRO 2.0 Tropic 2000

PAL 2.0 Palma Manuel / Digital
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MI 80 Frost guard 800

FY 25 Frosty 2500

FY 45 Frosty 4500

4000 A Katalyt heater
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WM-M Warmax Mini

WM-AF Warmax Antifrost

WM-P4 Warmax Power 4

WM-P5 Warmax Power 5

FF-100 Eco-Frost guard FireFly

Good 
heat level 
 
Perfect protection 
from frost 

Heating & ventilation  
in the greenhouse
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The newly designed Phoenix is a high-
end “2 in 1” heater that’s perfect for 
both the cultivation of young plants, 
and for protecting them during the win-
ter months. With three output levels 
(1.0 kW, 1.8 kW or 2.8 kW), the Phoe-
nix provides great output, and delivers 
easy temperature control between 0 and 
26°C courtesy of a precision thermostat.

Manufactured from high quality rust-
proof steel, to the absolute highest 
standards, the Phoenix includes a quiet 
and powerful built in fan for air and heat 
circulation that can be operated either 
on its own, or in conjunction with the 
heater. 

Flexible, dependable and easy to use, 
either on the floor, or fixed to the ceiling 
of the greenhouse, it’s a fantastic heater 
that will provide years of faithful service 
and plant protection to any keen garde-
ner. 

GREENHOUSE HEATER  PHOENIX 2.8 KW

ELECTRONIC GREENHOUSE HEATERS

BE
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including chains 

for ceiling mounting

Precise capillary

 thermostat

Splash proof IP X4

1000/1800/ 2800 W

cer tif ied

PHOENIX 2.8 kW

Maximum 
heat output

2800 W  
(three levels)

Fan power 30 W

Power  
connection 230 V 50/60 Hz

Maximum  
power input 13 A

Mechanical 
rating IP X4

Achieved 
temperature 0-26 °C

Air circulation 420 m3/h

Dimensions 41 x 22 x 33 cm

Order-No. PHX 2.8/GB

EAN-/Barcode 5055320001546
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ELECTRONIC GREENHOUSE HEATERS

ENERGY SAVING TUBE 

The energy-saving hose is 3 metres long 
and ensures that warmth is distributed 
optimally and evenly. It can be hung in 
the greenhouse as soon as it has been 
attached to your greenhouse heating 
system. 

It can also be laid out along the wall of 
the greenhouse to keep it free of conden-
sation and thus also prevent the forma-
tion of algae. In summer, the fan of the 
Phoenix greenhouse heater can be used 
to provide effective ventilation.

ENERGY SAVING TUBE

Dimensions (Ø  x H ) Ø 22 x 300 cm

Item-no. PHX/ES

EAN-/Barcode 5055320024743

VENTILATING FAN ARIZONA

A greenhouse fan not only provides the ventilation but also 
the correct air circulation in your greenhouse. Heat and hu-
midity must be evenly distributed in the greenhouse so that 
your plants can dry off optimally. Above all, cacti, orchids 
and other tropical plants depend on the simulation of air 
movement to which they are accustomed in their natural 
habitats. Some plants, such as tomatoes, also require air 
circulation for fertilisation. 

VENTILATING FAN ARIZONA

Fan power: 30 W

Power connection 230 V 50/60 Hz

Maximum power input: 0,23 A

Mechanical rating: IP X4

Air circulation: 420 m3/h

Dimension: Ø 22 x 18 cm

Order-No.: ARZ-F/GB

EAN-/Barcode: 5055320001591

Minimum energy input

Maximum effectiveness

Tear-proof & ultrasonically

welded eyelets

Extra strong 90gsm  

Greenhouse Film

Including fasteners

Ideal in combination
with our energy saving tube 
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PALMA 2 kW MANUEL

Maximum heat output 2000 W

Fan power 30 W (Continuous use) 

Power connection 230 V 50/60 Hz

Max. power input 10 A

Mechanical rating IP X4

Air circulation +5 to +85 °C

Dimensions 163 m3/h

Abmessung Ø 22.5 x 19.5 cm

Item-no. PAL 2.0/GB ROH

EAN-/Barcode 5055320015864

PALMA 2 kW DIGITAL (INCL. THERMOSTAT TER2)

Item-no. PAL 2.0/GB

EAN-/Barcode 5055320014966

PALMA 2kW (MANUEL)

GREENHOUSE HEATER PALMA 2.0 kW

Powerful, compact, energy-saving and safe to use - these 
are the features of the new "Palma" electric fan heater by 
BIO GREEN. Its sturdy housing is made mainly of stainless 
steel. With this timeless design, the heater fits easily into 
any ambience. "Palma" is also the ideal solution for smal-
ler greenhouses in which space is scare. Due to its compact 
shape, slip-resistant rubber feet and its practical carrying 
handle, it can be used almost anywhere. It is particularly 
easy to select the desired temperature using the separate 
digital thermostat which can be mounted at eye level. The 
temperature sensor can be positioned anywhere. The ther-
mostat can be set to temperatures ranging from -50°C to + 
99°C which is perfect for most plant-related needs. Unlike 
its predecessor Thermo 2 also allows you to ventilate the 
greenhouse, ensuring that the air is free of condensation.  

“Palma” has an unrivalled output of 2000 W and air circu-
lation rate of 163 m³/h, ensuring that the warm air is very 
rapidly and evenly distributed and that the temperature in 
your greenhouse is always maintained at the right level. The 
portable, robust Palma meets very stringent safety stan-
dards; it has IPX4 protection and is thus splash-proof and 
can therefore be used in damp rooms, such as greenhouses, 
cellars, garages, workshops, warehouses and music rooms. 
This adaptable all-rounder can even provide cost-effective 
additional heating in living areas.

PALMA 2kW (DIGITAL)

2000 W heating output

Precise capillary

 thermostat +5 to 85 °C

IPX4 splash-proof

2000 W heating output 

Incl. Digital Thermostat  

-50 to +99 °C

Spritzwasser- 

geschützt nach IP X4

ELECTRONIC GREENHOUSE HEATERS
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ELECTRONIC GREENHOUSE HEATERS

ELEKTRO FROSTWÄCHTER EF135
Dimensions (Ø x L) Ø 5,0 x 92 cm

heat output 135 W

Surface temperature approx. 70 ° C w. overheating protectiontion

Mechanical rating IP X4

Item-no. EF 135/GB

EAN-/Barcode 5055320016380

NEW
 GREENHOUSE HEATER  
 TROPIC 2000 2.0 kW

Powerful, energy-efficient, compact and safe – the new elect-
ronic fan heater, “Tropic 2000W“, is a fantastic addition to your 
greenhouse, with it’s timeless design, stainless steel construc-
tion and solid built quality. Adaptable and efficient, the “Tropic 
2000W“ is splash-proof rated to IP X4, and in addition to green-
house use, it is also safe to use in damper rooms, like garages, 
basements, storage rooms, outbuildings and workshops – it can 
even be used as an emergency heater if required!

MINI ELECTRIC GREENHOUSE HEATER
FROSTGUARD EF 135

With our electric heater "Frostbuster 135" you can create op-
timal temperatures for your plants, even during the cool sea-
son. The frost guard was specially developed for our mobile 
greenhouses: thanks to its compact design and simple use, 
it is easy to overwinter your precious plants. For thermostatic 
control we recommend our thermostat TER2 (not included). 

 

Ready to plug in!

Especially for small mobile  

greenhouses & cold frames

IPX4 splash-proof92 cm

GREENHOUSE HEATER  TROPIC 2000 2 kW

Maximum heat output 2000 W (Two levels)

Fan power 30 W (Continuous use) 

Power connection 230 V 50/60 Hz

Max. power input 10 A

Mechanical rating IP X4

Air circulation 163 m3/h

Dimensions 22.0 x 20.0 x 33.5 cm

Item-no. TRO 2.0/GB

EAN-/Barcode 5055320024729

Frost guard function

For Greenhouses  

up to 12 m2

Two heat output levels 

1000/ 2000 W
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FROST GUARD 
MINI 340/800 WITHOUT THERMOSTAT

The Bio Green greenhouse heater Frostbuster uses a small, ther-
mally secured gas flame that generates both heat and CO². Both 
are needed for healthy plant growth. The device is powered by 
a 5 kg (11 lbs) or 11 kg (24 lbs) propane cylinder (not included). 
The thermal fuse ensures maximum safety during operation and 
prevents the escape of unburned gas. The greenhouse heater 
Frostbuster is available in two power levels with 340 and 800 
watts. 

FROST GUARD MINI 340

Dimensions (H x W x D) 9 x 12 x 19 cm

Heat output 340 W

Gas consumption 27 g/h

Type of gas LPG

Item-no. MI 34

EAN-/Barcode 5055320000211

FROST GUARD MINI 800

Dimensions (H x W x D) 9 x 12 x 19 cm

Heat output 800 W

Gas consumption 72 g/h

Type of gas LPG

Item-no. MI 80

EAN-/Barcode 5055320000228

GREENHOUSE HEATER  
FROSTY 25/45 WITH THERMOSTAT

The new greenhouse heater "Frosty" by Bio Green is an 
energy-efficient, thermostatically controlled gas heater 
with automatic switch-off and low-oxygen protection. The 
temperature can be set between 0 - 25 ° C. Due to its ra-
diation grid, optimal heat distribution in the greenhouse is 
guaranteed. The air is enriched simultaneously with the CO² 
necessary for plants. The greenhouse heater "Frosty" is sui-
table for wall or floor mounting and available in 2 different 
versions.

FROSTY 2500 WATTS

Dimensions (H x W x D) 34 x 26 x 14 cm

Heat output 2500 W

Gas consumption 190 g/h

Type of gas LPG

Item-no. FY 25

EAN-/Barcode 5055320014508

FROSTY 4500 WATTS

Dimensions (H x W x D) 37 x 36 x 14 cm

Heat output 4500 W

Gas consumption 320 g/h

Type of gas LPG

Item-no. FY 45

EAN-/Barcode 5055320014515

LPG/GAS GREENHOUSE HEATERS
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PARAFFIN HEATERS FOR GREENHOUSES

WARMAX ANTIFROST

The Warmax Antifrost is a great little paraffin heater that’s ca-
pable of providing effective frost protection in small greenhou-
ses (up to 2 m2) for up to 10 days. Manufactured and rigorous-
ly tested to Bio Green’s exacting standards, built from high 
quality steel, it’s a useful addition to your greenhouse-heating 
range for when the colder weather hits. 

Our "Warmax Premium" paraffin 
has been specially developed for 
our "Warmax" range of green-
house heaters, but it is suitable 
for almost all paraffin greenhou-
se heaters. The high-quality oil, 
characterised by its special con-
sistency, guarantees efficient 
heat distribution.

• Warmax Mini: 0,5 Ltr. 
• Warmax Antifrost: 1,7 Ltr.
• Warmax Power 4/5: 4,5 Ltr.

WARMAX PREMIUM PARAFFIN

Tank capacity 4 litres

Item-no. WM-PAR4

EAN-/Barcode 5055320002048

REPLACEMENT WICK FOR WARMAX POWER 4/5

Contents 2 pcs. à 25 cm length

Item-no. SW-P4/P5

EAN-/Barcode 5055320002079

REPLACEMENT WICK FOR WARMAX ANTIFROST

Contents 2 pcs. à 25 cm length

Item-no. SW-AF

EAN-/Barcode 5055320002086

WARMAX PREMIUM
PARAFFIN 

4 Litres 

WARMAX ANTIFROST

Dimensions (H x Ø ) 19 cm x 18 cm

Burning time about 10 days/filling

Heat output appr. 150 W

Tank capacity 1.7 litres

Item-no. WM-AF

EAN-/Barcode 5055320001980

REPLACEMENT WICK FOR WARMAX MINI

Contents 2 pcs. à 25 cm length

Item-no. SW-L/M

EAN-/Barcode 5055320002062

WARMAX MINI

Paraffin promises efficient and economical heat in the greenhou-
se, regardless of power and energy prices. Our greenhouse heater 
“Warmax Mini” is flexible, easy to use and extremely economical. 
Thanks to its compact form, it is suitable for even the smallest of 
greenhouses.

WARMAX MINI

Dimensions (H x Ø ) 13 cm x Ø 21 cm

Burning time about  3 days/filling

Heat output appr. 70 W

Tank capacity 0.5 litres

Item-no. WM-M

EAN-/Barcode 5055320001966

WARMAX 
REPLACMENT WICK

Stainless 
steel grid

NEW
With improved wick
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WARMAX POWER 4

Dimensions (H x Ø ) 41 cm x Ø 30 cm

Burning time about 7 days/filling

Heat output appr. 300 W

Tank capacity 4.5 litres

Item-no. WM-P4

EAN-/Barcode 5055320001997

WARMAX POWER 4

The Warmax Power 4 is the smaller brother of the Warmax 
Power 5, and is designed to provide good heating for green-
houses up to 4 m2. A 4.5 litre tank and 300W output mean 
that the Power 4 can be comfortably run for 7 -10 days be-
fore you’ll need to fill it up, making it perfect for helping your 
plants survive a cold snap! If required, the Power 4 can also 
be used in conjunction with other Warmax units to provide 
heating for larger greenhouses.

WARMAX POWER 5

A paraffin heater with real staying power, the Warmax Power 
5 features a 4.5 litre capacity – mea ning it will deliver 600w 
of heat for three and a half days! Useful as a secondary hea-
ter, or for the heating in greenhouses with bases of up to 5 
m2, the Power 5 is sturdy, dependable and powerful. 

WARMAX POWER 5

Dimensions (H x Ø ) 41 cm x Ø 30 cm

Burning time about 3.5 days/filling

Heat output appr. 600 W

Tank capacity 4.5 litres

Item-no. WM-P5

EAN-/Barcode 5055320002000

PARAFFIN HEATERS FOR GREENHOUSES

XXL  
33cm wick

XXL  
33cm wick
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Ecological FireFly candles

Bio Green candles are made from bio-
mass and are a truly sustainable alter-
native to paraffin. No petroleum is used 
to make FireFly candles and the rainfo-
rest is left untouched. No raw materials 
are used that could otherwise be used 
as food or animal feed. Conservation of 
resources and CO2 avoidance are con-
vincing arguments in favour of FireFly 
biomass candles.

ECOLOGICAL CANDLES FROST GUARD FIREFLY

FROST GUARD FIREFLY

Dimensions (H x Ø ) 24.5 x Ø 18.0 cm

Material Terracotta

Weight 2.0 Kg

Item-no. FF-100

EAN-/Barcode 5055320025634

ECOLOGICAL FROST GUARD FIREFLY

The FireFly decorative frost guard cand-
le holder is made of terracotta. The 
candles are specially developed for frost 
protection, and provide sufficient heat 
to keep small greenhouses and cold 
frames frost-free. Save energy costs 
with environmentally-friendly heating; 
only light the candle when your plants 
need to be protected from frost. For 
example, if you are overwintering potted 
plants in the greenhouse, they will be-
nefit from the radiant heat when placed 
directly around the FireFly, allowing a 
certain distance for safety. 

The mushroom-shaped lid has two 
functions; it stores the heat from the 
candle and can be filled with a wide va-
riety of scented oils, thanks to the gla-
zed bowl. The FireFly can also be used 
as an attractive eye-catcher on a balco-
ny or terrace.

Burning time min. 48 hours 

per candle

CO2-neutral and  

sustainable

Glazed bowl for  

oil in lid

Mushroom shape for  

optimum heat distribution

Decorative terracotta

frost guard

Glazed bowl for oil in lid. 
With handle for safe opening.

Burning time min. 48 hours per candle 
(not included!)

Functional and beautiful: The FireFly frost 
guard candle holder from Bio Green

ECOLOGICAL CANDLES  AS SET

Dimensions (H x Ø ) 10.0 x Ø 6.3 cm

Heating power / candle appr. 40 Watts

Weight 200 g

Burning time appr. 48 hours

Item-no. FF-BK5

EAN-/Barcode 5055320025757

60 - 80 °C
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Sowing seeds is cheaper 
than buying plants!

Propagator 
HOLLANDIA
Item-no. HOL 3

Soil heating cable
Item-no. HK 6.0 

Aluminium heat mat 
SAHARA
Item-no. HMTA 060-120

Warming pad  
Item-no. WP 030-060
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Nurturing seedlings is a fine art, and as 
much about instinct and experience as it 
is about having the right equipment. In es-
sence, it’s about striking the right balance 
of temperature and humidity – providing 
plants with enough heat, moisture and 
ventilation so that they grow at a steady, 
sustainable pace.  

PROPAGATOR HOLLANDIA

Dimensions  
(H x W x T) 54 x 21 x 17 cm

Max. heating power 12.5 W

Water tank reservoir 1,4 litres

Item-no. HOL 3/GB

EAN-/Barcode 5055320016489

ELECTRIC WINDOW SILL PROPAGATOR  HOLLANDIA

Includes water  tank  

(volume: 1.4 l)

Includes self  

watering mat

With three single  

climatic chambers

Includes ventilation  

openings

Heating power: 12.5 W

PROPAGATOR HOLLANDIA
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For optional precision temperature  
control, the Bio Green Digital  
Thermostat THERMO 2 is available.

See page 30 for more information.

Cultivating plants with temperature control 
is the way to go: from eggplant to basil and 
tomato to zucchini - this practical and com-
fortable window sill greenhouse set with its 
three individual growth chambers provides 
the ideal environment for heat-loving plants. 
But that's not all: The growth chambers 
stand on an irrigation mat, which supplies 
the young plants with water and fertiliser. 
Each chamber can be individually ventilated, 
thus ensuring optimal cultivation conditions. 
Highly recommended for cuttings!
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GREENHOUSE TABLE BRUNO

CROPPED HEAD BOLTS 
WITH NUTHS

CROPPED HEAD BOLTS  
& NUTS WITH RING

SPRING-CLIPS

CROPPED HEAD BOLTS (NUTS)

Material Stainless steel

Content: 20 pcs.

Item-no. UHS

EAN-/Barcode 5055320001362

CROPPED HEAD BOLTS (NUTS & RINGS)

Material Stainless steel

Content: 5 pcs.

Item-no. UHS-R

EAN-/Barcode 5055320001379

SPRING-CLIPS

Material Stainless steel

Content: 10 pcs.

Item-no. VH

EAN-/Barcode 5055320001386

GREENHOUSE TABLE 
BRUNO

Bruno is the must-have for every green-
house owner. The greenhouse folding 
table unfolds at almost the touch of a 
button and creates a convenient stor-
age space in your greenhouse in a mat-
ter of seconds. Make the most of your 
space in the greenhouse and ensure 
the perfect working environment. The 
greenhouse folding table Bruno is easily 
mounted on the wall and can be opened 
and closed within seconds. When they 
are folded, the shelf needs a maximum 
distance of 8 cm from the wall.

Don’t miss one of the most popu-
lar greenhouse gadgets from the Bio 
Green! Make your greenhouse a profes-
sional warehouse!

GREENHOUSE TABLE BRUNO

Dimensions (H x B) 40 cm  x 120 cm

Material: Galvanised & PVC 
coated

Item-no.: FS 40-120

EAN-/Barcode: 5055320000853

More usable space  

in the greenhouse

Foldable

Universally applicable

Dimensions: 40 x 120 cm

Can carry up to 50 kg
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With a ¾ m2 growing, area the Jumbo 
is our largest cultivation station, and is 
designed for gardeners who need lots of 
space for plant propagation. Suitable for 
a full range of seedlings, cuttings, sci-
ons and graftings, the Jumbo opens up 
a huge number of opportunities for the 
serious gardener in terms of both variety 
and quantity of plants. 

With a high 50cm cover for taller cut-
tings and graftings, a high performance 
heating mat, ground sensor and preci-
sion digital thermostat (-50 to +99° C), 
the Jumbo is a top quality cultivation 
station capable of providing plants for 
the largest garden. 

As an added bonus, the Jumbo can also 
be used to protect exotic and tender 
plants during the winter months. 

PROFESSIONAL PROPAGATOR JUMBO

Even heat distribution

1.2 x 0.5 m  

heating area

Propagator XXL

Includes “Thermo2”  

digital thermostat

Length: 130 cm,

Width: 60 cm, Height: 50 cm

PROPAGATOR JUMBO
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PROPAGATOR JUMBO 

Power input: 150 W

Power connection 230 V 50/60 Hz

Max. power input: 8,85A

Regulation range: - 50 bis +99 °C

Mechanical rating: IP X4

Dimensions  
(H x W x H) 130 x 60 x 50 cm

Order-No.: JP-H/GB

EAN-/Barcode: 5055320001768
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WARMING PADS & SOIL HEATING CABLES

RUBBERISED WARMING PAD

The Bio Green heat mat is a ready to plug in unit for easy cul-
tivation. Our heat mat for plants emits heat evenly. This way 
you achieve excellent germination results. The waterproof 
heat mat is particularly suited to increase the soil temperatu-
re in the root area by 5-10 ° C than the ambient temperature. 
This ensures optimum results even in cooler rooms. Heating 
mats are also suitable for propagating cuttings or for promo-
ting the growth of sensitive plants, such as orchids. To save 
energy, it is advised to use a Styrofoam mat or something 
similar as the base. To create the best growth conditions, 
we recommend the thermostat TER2 with remote sensor as 
an accessory (not included). This allows you to easily and 
accurately regulate optimal temperatures. Our heat mat for 
plants can be purchased in 3 different sizes.

RUBBERRISED WARMING PAD

Item-no. Dimensions Power EAN-/Barcode

WP 025-035 0.25 x 0.35 m 15 W 5055320000365

WP 030-060 0.30 x 0.60 m 32 W 5055320000372

WP 040-065 0.40 x 0.65 m 42 W 5055320000389

SOIL HEATING CABLE

The Bio Green soil heating cable brings heat exactly where 
it is needed. It is particularly suitable for self-made propa-
gators and the greenhouse. The flexible soil heating cable 
can be laid without problems according to your individual 
wishes. Countless installation options and possible appli-
cations make the watertight heating cable a universal heat 
source. Ideal propagation conditions are made possible with 
the thermostat “TER2” with remote sensor (not included in 
delivery) as it controls the soil temperature to the degree. 
Our soil heating cable is available in different lengths and 
performance levels. 

SOIL HEATING CABLE

Item-no. Length: Power EAN-/Barcode

HK 4.3 4.3 m 25 W 5055320000396

HK 6.0 6.0 m 50 W 5055320000402

HK 10.0 10.0 m 100 W 5055320000426

HK 25.0 25.0 m 320 W 5055320000433

Example of use

Available in 3 different sizes
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ALUMINIUM HEATING MAT SAHARA

HEATING MAT SAHARA

Item-no. Dimensions Power EAN-/Barcode

HMTA 040-075 0.40 x 0.75 m 65 W 5055320000280

HMTA 040-120 0.40 x 1.20 m 85 W 5055320000297

HMTA 040-200 0.40 x 2.00 m 157 W 5055320000303

HMTA 060-120 0.60 x 1.20 m 140 W 5055320000327

HMTA 060-200 0.60 x 2.00 m 263 W 5055320000334

HMTA 100-100 1.00 x 1.00 m 150 W 5055320000341

HMTA 100-200 1.00 x 2.00 m 300 W 5055320000358

Our heating mat for plants and green-
house "Sahara" is delivered ready to 
use. Its thermostat makes temperatu-
re control a breeze. The heating mats 
are designed to produce a maximum 
soil temperature of 35 ° C. This plant 
heating mat increases your success 
when propagating seeds and cuttings. 
The produced heat is directed directly 
to where it is needed: into the ground, 
near the plant root.

Gardeners like to say that seedlings 
and cuttings like "warm feet". This me-
ans that roots need higher temperatu-
res to grow and thrive - this, of course, 
differs depending on the plant variety 
and environment. Tomatoes germinate 
best between 20 ° and 25 ° C, while 
chilli peppers prefer 25 ° to 28 ° C.

In the germination and rooting of cut-
tings and young plants, the tempera-
ture in the root area is a crucial factor 
for your success in breeding. A heating 
mat ensures optimal conditions here. 
The ambient temperature can be well 
below the ground temperature without 
damaging the plants. This saves hea-
ting power in the greenhouse and ena-
bles cultivation even in cooler rooms.

ALUMINIUM HEATING MAT SAHARA
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Ideal for growing on  

from cuttings and seeds

 Even heat distribution

Includes thermostat  

with sensor

Suitable as surface  

heating on the potting bench
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DIGITAL-THERMOSTAT WITH  
SUMMER-/ WINTER FUNCTION

Whether it is heating, ventilation or 
cooling – the Thermo 2 by Bio Green 
is your perfect controller for all the 
air-conditioning and climate control in 
your greenhouse! In addition to wor-
king with your greenhouse heater, the 
Thermo 2 can also be configured to 
work with the heating cable in your 
propagator, and can also be used to 
cool your greenhouse, circulate the air, 
and control the actuators on your ridge 
ventilation system. Precise, adaptable 
and dependable, it’s a fantastic way 
of keeping control of your greenhouse 
technology.

DIGITAL-THERMOSTAT WITH SUMMER-/ WINTER FUNCTION THERMO 2

Greenhouse 
Fan

Greenhouse 
Heater

Propagators

Heating  
cables

Heating  
mats
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Ready to plug in

Function 2 for 

heating in winter

Function 1 for  

ventilation in summer 

Splash proof IP X4

Controls appliances  

up to 3000 W

DIGITAL-THERMOSTAT THERMO 2

Control range: -50 to +99°C

Power connection 230 V 50/60 Hz

Max. switching capacity: 3000 W

Max. switching current 13,0 A

Mechanical rating: IP X4

Method: Electrical

Sensor length: 1,5 m

Order-No.: TER2/GB

EAN-/Barcode: 5055320002024
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Better watering,  
safer dosage

Watering system 
HYDRO CUP
Item-no. HCP-S4

Home watering system 
HYDRO BLOOM
Item-no. HBL-200-T

Watering system 
HYDRO WINE
Item-no. HW-4

Watering system 
HYDRO MAX
Item-no. HM-L
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WATERING SYSTEM HYDRO CUP

1 TOP CUP + 1 WATERING 
STAKE AS A SET
 
The Hydro Cup watering stake and top 
cup as a practical set. This Set contains 
a watering stake and a top cup. Please 
note: this cup is not suitable for the Hy-
dro Classic and Wine systems. 

4 TOP CUPS + 4 WATERING STAKES

Dimensions (Ø x H) Ø 18 x 42 cm 

Item-no. HCP-S4 

EAN-/Barcode 5055320024187

1 TOP CUP + 1 WATERING STAKE

Dimensions (Ø x H) Ø 18 x 42 cm 

Item-no. HCP-S1

EAN-/Barcode 5055320024033

4 TOP CUPS + 4 WATERING 
STAKES AS A SET

The Hydro Cup watering stake and top 
cup as a practical set. This Set con-
tains a four watering stakes and four 
top cups. Please note: this cup is not 
suitable for the Hydro Classic and Wine 
systems.

TOP CUP

Dimensions (Ø x H) Ø 18 x 24 cm 

Item-no. HCP-T

EAN-/Barcode 5055320024026

TOP CUP FOR 
YDRO CUP
 
The Hydro Cup top cup with liquid level 
indication is a terrific supplement to the 
Hydro Cup watering system. Using the 
cup, up to 2.6 quarts (2.5 Litres) of rain 
water can be collected. The cup’s cover 
prevents leaves and branches from fal-
ling into it.

2.5  
LITER
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WATERING SYSTEM  HYDRO WINE

HYDRO WINE 4 WATERING STAKES AS A SET

Dimensions (L x W) 18.8 x 4 cm 

Item-no. HW-4

EAN-/Barcode 5055320016038

HYDRO WINE
WATERING SYSTEM FOR WINE BOTTLES
 
The Hydro Wine transforms your empty wine bottles into 
functional watering devices for all your potted plants! A 
great, innovative way to reuse your empty wine bottles, 
whilst adding style, character and a bit of humour tor potted 
plants, the Hydro Wine fits securely onto any wine bottle, 
and provides water when your plants need it.

HYDRO WINE WATERING STAKE

Dimensions (L x W) 18.8 x 4 cm 

Item-no. HW-1

EAN-/Barcode 5055320024897
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The practical solution 

for long weekends and short  

holidays

Wine bottle will water  

for approx. 7-10 days 

Uses a recycled wine bottle  

as a water reservoir  

(not included)

Treat your leafy treasures  

to a constant and  

even supply of water



HOME WATERING SYSTEM  HYDRO BLOOM
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200 ml capacity

No overwatering  

or drying out

Provides a constant &  

even supply of water

Practical solution for  

short holidays

HOME WATERING SYSTEM HYDRO BLOOM

Dimensions (L x B) 14.5 x 7.0 cm 

Material Plastic

Capacity 200 ml

Item-no. HBL-200-T

EAN-/Barcode 5055320025740

HYDRO BLOOM, the practical new watering assistant from 
Bio Green is made of translucent, UV-resistant plastic. It func-
tions as a reservoir, supplying water to plants in the garden, 
on the terrace, on the balcony or inside the house – which 
is especially useful if you are away for a few days. HYDRO 
BLOOM from Bio Green is easy to set up and use, has a be-
autiful design and is extremely durable. Our watering assistant 
is simple to fill, so depending on the size and location of the 
plants, they will need to be watered less frequently.
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WATERING SYSTEM HYDRO MAX

A traditional, natural way to save wa-
ter, save time and grow better plants. 
The Hydro Max is a time-honored clay 
vessel that is planted in the ground to 
naturally,perfectly water your garden—

dramatically reducing water waste and 
watering effort. Just fill your Hydro Max 
with water every few days and the rest 
is taken care of. Plant roots instincti-
vely grow toward the porous clay of 

3.0 L 6.5 L1.0 L

60 cm 90 cm 120 cm

HYDRO MAX S – 1 LITRES 

Dimensions (L x W x H) 20 x 15 x15 cm

Item-no. HM-S

EAN-/Barcode 5055320022435

HYDRO MAX M – 3 LITRES
Dimensions (L x W x H) 29 x 20 x20 cm

Item-no. HM-M

EAN-/Barcode 5055320022442

HYDRO MAX L – 6.5 LITRES
Dimensions (L x W x H) 35 x 26 x26 cm

Item-no. HM-L

EAN-/Barcode 5055320022459

WATERING SYSTEM  HYDRO MAX
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No overwatering  

or drying out

Provides a constant &  

even supply of water

Healthy plants  

create more yields

Also available in  

sizes S, M and L

the Hydro Max which allows them to 
take exactly the water they need when 
they need it. The result is less water, 
easier growing and a more successful 
garden.



City gardening

Polytunnel 
SUPER DOME
Item-no. SD300

City gardening -    
joy for any age 

Small garden 
CITY JUNGLE
Item-no. JGL-T

Sowing machine 
SUPER SEEDER
Item-no. BG-SS

Eleveted planter 
FREISING XL
Item-no. MHF-XL

Polytunnel
SUPER DOME
Item-no. SD300
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The innovative, space saving design of 
the Maxitom is a great way of maximi-
sing your tomato harvest, enabling you 
to grow up to four plants for every me-
tre – making it particularly good for gar-
dens where space is at a premium. With 
sturdy built in support structures and 
a 2 litre water reservoir, it’s the perfect 
companion for tomatoes, giving them 
the support they need to grow tall, and 
produce loads of tasty fruit, without fear 
of the vines sagging or snapping. 

MAXITOM - TERRACOTTA

Dimensions  
(L x W x H) 25 x 25 x 150 cm

Soil capacity 12 Litres

Water reservoir 3.5 Litres

Item-no. MT 1 Q

EAN-/Barcode 5055320016052

MAXITOM - ANTHRAZIT

Item-no. MT 1 AQ

EAN-/Barcode 5055320016045

MAXITOM - COVER

Item-no. MT C

EAN-/Barcode 5055320017325
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MAXITOM PLANT TOWER

PFLANZENTURM MAXITOMCity gardening -    
joy for any age 

C
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Quick and easy 

to assembly

Fantastic for tomatoes

Support rack for growing 

tomatoes and vines
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SMALL GARDEN CITY JUNGLE

„CityJungle“ hab been developed to 
provide the optimum environment for 
plant growth. It’s perfect for vegetables, 
flowers and herbs and can be placed 
in just sunny location including patios, 
terraces, yards and even rooftops. With 
a generous 34 litre soil capacity, you 
can grow a combination of different ve-
getables, herbs and plants on1/4 m2 – 
making it a space-efficient way of 

SMALL GARDEN FOR BALCONY AND TERRACE 
CITYJUNGLE

Optional cover 

and stand

Self watering system-

17 Litres water reservoir

34 litre soil capacity

Easy to assemble-

Flatpack

providing you with a good selection 
of fresh, home-grown produce. With 
simple watering thanks to a built in re-
servoir, the  CityJungle also features a 
trellis for growing tomatoes and vines.

130 cm

31 cm

33 cm

62 cm

CITYJUNGLE WITH TRELLIS

Dimensions (H x WxD) 161 x 62 x 33 cm

Color Anthrazite, Green

Item-no. JGL-T

EAN-/Barcode 5055320025573
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Convenient, easy way to 

grow vegetables, flowers 

and herbs
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CITY JUNGLE ACCESSORIES
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CITYJUNGLE BASIC MODEL

Dimensions (H x WxD) 31 x 62 x 33 cm

Color Anthrazite, Green

Item-no. JGL

EAN-/Barcode 5055320025566

CITYJUNGLE STAND

Dimensions (H x WxD) 73 x 39 x 54 cm

Color Green

Item-no. JGL-S

EAN-/Barcode 5055320025580

CITYJUNGLE COVER

Dimensions (H x WxD) 62 x 73 x 130 cm

Color Transparent

Item-no. JGL-C

EAN-/Barcode 5055320025603
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RAISED GARDEN PLANTERS

ELEVATED PLANTER  
FREISING L

Caring for your plants without straining 
yourself. Suitable for balconies, the pa-
tio or your garden. Raised flower beds 
and planters are not only decorative, 
but they are also very practical. Care for 
your herbs directly in your kitchen, keep 
your favourite summer blooms in their 
preferred spot.

 ✔ Easy to assemble
 ✔ Comfortable working height 
 ✔ Drainage holes
 ✔ Strong, sturdy and stable design
 ✔ Quality anti-rust powder coated  

 galvanised steel

ELEVATED PLANTER  
FREISING XL

These planters are always ornamen-
tal and beautiful, the flower bed and 
the legs are made of sturdy galvanized 
steel, which will never rust, powder 
coated in the newest trendy colours. 
Assembly is simple with standard tools.

 ✔ Easy to assemble
 ✔ Comfortable working height 
 ✔ Drainage holes
 ✔ Strong, sturdy and stable design
 ✔ Quality anti-rust powder coated  

 galvanised steel

FLOWERTROLLEY 
STEINFURT

Bio Green’s elegant flower trolley made 
of galvanized & powder coated steel will 
never rust. The flower trolley is mobile & 
it becomes very easy to change the ap-
pearance of your garden or your balco-
ny & the location for your favorite flow-
ers. This is possible due to especially 
sturdy wheels & a steel handle bar.

 ✔ Easy to assemble
 ✔ Comfortable working height 
 ✔ Two wheels with trolley handle for  

 easy relocation
 ✔ Quality anti-rust powder coated  

 galvanised steel

FLOWERTROLLEY  STEINFURT

Dimensions (L x W x H) 55 x 55 x 80 cm

Item-no. MBW

Planter Depth 22.8 cm

EAN-/Barcode 5055320022404

ELEVATED PLANTER FREISING L

Dimensions (L x W x H) 60 x 30 x 80 cm

Item-no. MHF-L

Planter Depth 22.8 cm

EAN-/Barcode 5055320022374

ELEVATED PLANTER FREISING XL

Dimensions (L x W x H) 100 x 30 x 80 cm

Item-no. MHF-XL

Planter Depth 22.8 cm

EAN-/Barcode 5055320022381
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Our organic raised bed is made 
of pure FSC certified larch wood. 
Thanks to its pleasant practical 
shape, it will find its place even on 
the smallest balcony or terrace. 
Make gardening easier and protect 
your back: Stooping or kneeling is 
not necessary thanks to the opti-
mal working height. For snails it is 
almost impossible to climb the or-
ganic raised bed.

ORGANIC RAISED BED WINDSOR 

 ✔ Back-friendly gardening while   
 standing or sitting

 ✔ 100% FSC certified larch wood
 ✔ Untreated
 ✔ Inklusive Vlieseinlage
 ✔ 5-year warranty

ORGANIC RAISED BED WINDSOR

Dimensions (LxWxH) 100 x 60 x 75 cm

Item-no. BHB100

EAN-/Barcode 5055320017363

ORGANIC RAISED BED WINDSOR

115  
LITRES

1

2

3

4

5

6
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100% FSC certified larch wood 
-untreated-

Clever connecting system -  
no tools required

Including non-woven insert

1. Mouse grid
2. Gross leave-cut
3. Green waste

4. Garden mould
5. Mature compos
6. Topsoil
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POLYTUNNEL SUPERDOME

The polytunnel "Super Dome" by Bio Green 
will protect the delicate young seedlings op-
timally similar to a cold frame or greenhou-
se from frost and also extreme heat, which 
in turn ensures a safer and more productive 
cultivation. The roof of the polytunnel comes 
with a shading material sewn into it, so that 
the young seedlings are protected against 

the midday sun and heat. Two side openings 
allow for ventilation and easier plant care as 
well as watering. The ideal conditions inside 
the "Super Dome" will provide you with a 
headstart of at least 2 weeks in the growing 
season..

POLYTUNNEL SUPERDOME

POLYTUNNEL SUPER DOME

Dimensions
(H x W x D) 80 x 70 x 300 cm

Item-no. SD300
EAN-/Barcode 5055320024323

4 mm Stainless  

Steel- Frame

Tear-proof &  

ultrasonically welded  

eyelets

Extra strong 90g/m2  

Greenhouse Film

Shading material  

sewn into roof 

Tension-Eyelets to  

stabilise each tunnel end 

Carrying bag included
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Earth pegs and  
drawstrings included

Zipper openings
10 cm overlay to 
protect from slugs 
and pests 

Shading material made from  
tough UV stabilised polyethylene
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GROWTH SUPPORT

GROWTH SUPPORT RANK-O-FLEX

Dimensions (L x W x H) 45 x 30 x 3.0 cm

Item-no. ROFL

EAN-/Barcode 5055320014775

GROWTH SUPPORT  
RANK-O-TWIST

Say goodbye to tedious binding and 
give your tomatoes, vines, physalis, be-
ans, peas and vetches a helping hand 
on their way up with the “Rank-O-Twist” 
– which provides plants with the sup-
ports they need to reach their full poten-
tial. 

MULCH-FLEECE  
MM10, MM 20

Weeding! Even the thought of the ex-
penditure of energy and time for wee-
ding is discouraging. Unwanted plants 
can not only disturb aesthetic tastes, 
they also affect the development of spe-
cially grown plants. The Mulch-Fleece is 
an enjoyable, effective method, to keep 
flower and vegetable beds, ground co-
vers, shrubs and paths instantly and 
permanently free of unwanted weeds. 
The cover is made of special textile fi-
bres, is breathable and allows water, air 
and nutrients to remain in the soil. The 
growing of any weeds is effectively pre-
vented due to the special non-woven 
structure. Also, flying seeds, such as 
the hardto- remove dandelion, have no 
chance to root. The dark brown colour 
makes the Mulch-Fleece almost invisib-
le in the garden.

GROWTH SUPPORT  
RANK-O-FLEX

“Rank-O-Flex” is a fantastic way of 
supporting the growth of your plants, 
whilst preventing them from falling 
down or breaking apart – even when 
fully-laden with fruit! Easily adaptable 
to a full range of plants thanks to ad-
justable support rings, the “Rank-O-
Flex” enables you to provide plants 
with support at the points they need 
it most. If desired, “Rank-O-Flex” can 
also be used with poles (not included) 
up to a diameter of four centimetres. 

MULCH-FLEECE MM10

Dimensions (W x H ) 1.5 x 10.0 m

Fleece material 70 g/m2

Item-no. MM 10

EAN-/Barcode 5055320000969

MULCH-FLEECE MM20

Dimensions (W x H ) 3.0 x 10.0 m

Fleece material 70 g/m2

Item-no. MM 20

EAN-/Barcode 5055320007135

GROWTH SUPPORT RANK-O-TWIST

Dimensions (L x W x H) 30 x 300 cm

Item-no. ROTW

EAN-/Barcode 5055320014768
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Suited for up to 
Ø 41 mm
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SOWING MACHINE SUPER SEEDER

Die Sämaschine „Super Seeder“ ist für 
das flinke Säen aller Gemüsearten im 
Garten geeignet. Befüllen Sie einfach 
den Behältereinsatz und stellen Sie an 
der Sämaschine die gewünschte Aus-
saattiefe ein, je nach Pflanzenart.

Rollen Sie den „Super Seeder“ entlang 
der im Gemüsebeet gesteckten Saat- 
schnur. Der „Super Seeder“ verteilt nun 
die Samen in der Reihe, in gleich- 
mäßigem Abstand voneinander. Der 
leicht zusammenzusetzende Bausatz 
enthält sechs auswechselbare Sä-
scheiben. Sie ermöglichen Ihnen drei 
Varianten von Saatabständen.

SOWING MACHINE SUPER SEEDER
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No tools needed to set

up or dismantle unit

Easy to change disks

Very simple to use

Provides plants the space

they need to thrive

Including 6 seed discs

for all vegetables

SOWING MACHINE SUPER SEEDER

Dimensions (L x W x H) 47 x 46.5 x 35 cm

Seed types all seed types

Item-no. BG-SS

EAN-/Barcode 5055320010050
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City gardening

Polytunnel 
SUPER DOME
Item-no. SD300

All year round bright     
      light, even on the  
darkest winter days

LED Light strip for plants 
FLORABOOSTER
Item-no. LUM-200-90

Energy Saving Lamp 
L15
Item-no. LUM 151

LED growing lamp 
SUPER GROW
Item-no. LUM166

High pressure lamp
SIRIUS
Item-no. SX 400
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LED LIGHT STRIP FLORABOOSTER

Bio Green's FLORABOOSTER LED 
strips (available lengths: 60, 90 and 120 
cm) are an ideal accessory for window-
sills and niches where your plants are 
getting too little light. The wavelengths 
of the light emitted by the strip are spe-
cially configured to stimulate the growth 
of your plants, which will soon have 
healthier leaves and shoots. The FLO-
RABOOSTER strip provides your hou-
seplants or office greenery with perfect 
lighting to compensate for the lack of 
sunlight.

Suitable for propagators 

& greenhouses

Promotes chlorophyll  

production & photosynthesis

High light intensity

 IP 44 protection rating

FLORABOOSTER 60  (60 CM LÄNGE)

Lumen 600

Power consumption 9 W

Lifetime bis zu 25000h

LEDs 28

Item-no. LUM 200-60

EAN-/Barcode 5055320024699

FLORABOOSTER 90 (90 CM LÄNGE)

Lumen 900

Leistungsaufnahme 13 W

Lebenszeit bis zu 25000h

LEDs 42

Item-no. LUM 200-90

EAN-/Barcode 5055320024712

FLORABOOSTER 120 (120 CM LÄNGE)

Lumen 1200

Leistungsaufnahme 18 W

Lebenszeit bis zu 25000h

LEDs 56

Item-no. LUM 200-120

EAN-/Barcode 50553200024705

FLORABOOSTER STAND
Item-no. LUM 200-SF

EAN-/Barcode 5055320025627

LED LIGHT STRIP FOR PLANTS FLORABOOSTER

Can easily be attached to  
another 3 strips

Available in 3 lengths (60/90/120 cm)

The Florabooster light strip is wired 
from end to end and can easily be at-
tached to another 3 strips in a continu-
ous line – so you can extend the lighting 
system to suit your requirements. 

Hanging kit included
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Year-round  

lighting for plants
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LED GROWING LAMP 
SUPER GROW

The Bio Green "Super Grow" growing 
lamp emit the wavelength of light which 
can be fully absorbed by the plants 
photosynthesis; no energy waste like 
fluorescent lights etc. 660 and 430nm; 
630 and 460nm are respectively 4 peaks 
of growth spectrum for maximum chlo-
rophyII A and B production. Sources 
rich in red light are more efficient and 
beneficial for photosynthesis, best for 
blooming and fruit.The Chlorophyll and 
Carotenoid need blue much, good for 
the photosynthesis, best for promoting 
the leaf.

HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM 
LAMP SIRIUS

The Sirius X 400 HPS lamp creates spe-
cial light in exactly the spectral range 
that plants need for optimum photo-
synthesis. Delivered ready for plug-in, 
our high pressure sodium lamp include 
a scalable mounting system for flexible 
fitting.  Designed to provide additional 
light in the darker months, and to extend 
the daylight hours, it’s perfect for the 
nursing of small plants, and the over-
wintering of your potted evergreens. 

ENERGY SAVING  
LAMP L15

Create the best possible growth condi-
tions for your indoor plants with this full 
spectrum energy saving light that deli-
vers consistent, 70W equivalent light. 
Designed to be easily hung above your 
plants, the L15 is a top quality unit with 
a 10,000 hour lifespan that will help 
your indoor plants to reach their full 
potential.  

GROWING LAMPS
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SIRIUS SX400

Power connection 230 V 50/60 Hz

Power consumption: 400 W

Lifetime: about 32.000 hrs

Bulb fitting: E40

Order-No.: SX 400

EAN-/Barcode: 5055320001799

REPLACEMENT LAMP
Order-No. SX 402

EAN-/Barcode 5055320002031

ENERGY SAVING LAMP L15

Power connection 230 V 50/60 Hz

Power consumption: 14 W (≈70 W)

Lifetime: about 10.000 hrs

Bulb fitting: E27

Order-No.: LUM 151

EAN-/Barcode: 5055320000600

REPLACEMENT LAMP
Order-No. LUM 152

EAN-/Barcode 5055320000617

LED GROWING LAMP SUPER GROW

Power connection 230 V 50/60 Hz

Dimensions (H x Ø) 98 mm, Ø 95 mm

Power consumption 12 W (≈60 W)

Beam angle 60 Degree

Lifetime about 50.000 hrs

Spectrum wavelength 400-840 nm

Bulb fitting E27

Order-No. LUM 166

EAN-/Barcode 5055320022831



We don’t take any responsibility concerning literal mistakes and
eventual colour variations regarding the products pictured in the catalogue.
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Your Bio Green-Retailer:

Bio Green USA Inc.
2881 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
United States

Bio Green GmbH & Co. KG
Marburger Straße 1b  
35649 Bischoffen-Oberweidbach
Germany/Tyskland /Allemagne

HYDRO Bloom
HOME WATERING SYSTEM
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